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1 INTRODUCTION

A growing number of users and the actual demand for mobile applications and multimedia
services require an intelligent user equipment (UE) as well as general innovation of cellu-
lar networks. The current second and third generation cellular networks (GSM, UMTS or
their following WCDMA versions based on the IP protocol – HSxPA, HSPA+) will not
be able to cover increasing user traffic. Due to these circumstances, the 3GPP organisa-
tion1 developed a new communication standard whose overall system capacity and given
services, satisfy the requirements of present-day cellular network users [1]. Performance
requirements for the new cellular network were primarily peak data rate (100 Mbps in-
stantaneous in downlink, 5 bps/Hz and 50 Mbps instantaneous in uplink 2.5 bps/Hz, both
within 20 MHz system bandwidth), control plane capacity (minimally 200 users per cell
within a 5 MHz bandwidth allocation), user plane latency (less than 5 ms), user throughput,
spectrum efficiency, mobility (E-UTRAN optimized for mobile speed from 0 to 15 km/h;
mobile speed from 15 to 120 km/h shall be supported with a high performance; mobility
with speed between 120 and 350 km/h is preserved), spectrum flexibility, coexistence and
interworking with other wireless standards (mainly with 3GPP Radio Access Technology)
and low complexity [2]. A number of these contradictory targets were implemented and
the developed cellular standard is called the Long Term Evolution (LTE).

The above mentioned targets together with demands for system performance and se-
curity are achievable by sufficient and robust signal processing of control information on
a physical layer. Unfortunately, there is inadequate attention in creating physical control
channel models and their consecutive performance analysis. A proper control information
signal processing analysis and interpretation of its results may help to optimize overall
system performance. Also a study of the LTE coexistence with other cellular or wireless
standards is necessary. A growing trend of releasing LTE to the former analog TV fre-
quency bands or ISM bands brings a significant need for coexistence analyses especially
in the field of control information or physical control channel performance.

The LTE downlink has a triplet of traffic physical channels; Physical Downlink Shared
Channel (PDSCH), Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) and Physical Multicast Channel
(PMCH). Traffic physical channels are not a subject of the doctoral thesis and they are
mentioned here only for completeness. Their detailed description and use will be men-
tioned only when necessary. LTE downlink also has a triplet of control channels; Physical
Control Format Information Channel (PCFICH), Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channel
(PHICH) and Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH).

In uplink, the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) and Physical Uplink Con-
trol Channel (PUCCH) are available. Control information in uplink is transmitted using
both PUSCH and PUCCH [3, 4]. Moreover, there is a Physical Random Access Channel
(PRACH) which is used only for random access to the network. It transmits a special
signal based on Zadoff-Chu sequences. PRACH is not a subject of the doctoral thesis.

A description of transmitted control information in downlink and uplink, signal pro-
cessing in mentioned physical control channels and performance or coexistence analysis
results will be presented in the following chapters.

1The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) - a project where six organisations unified to create
cellular communication standards, see http://www.3gpp.org.
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1.1 State of the Art

Performance or coexistence analysis results are necessary during the design process, test-
ing and optimization process in the area of cellular or wireless communication standards.
Analysis of mathematical models provides a relatively accurate description of behavior of
investigated standards in actual conditions, and financial costs are minimal as well. For
better precision of mathematical models, there is the possibility of additional measure-
ments of previous simulated models on real devices in the laboratory or real conditions.
This useful feedback renders high precision to create mathematical computer models of
the investigated system.

Present Situation and Tendency

The LTE physical layer performance or coexistence analysis is mainly focused on the area
of traffic channels. Performance analysis of LTE transmission schemes (OFDMA, SC-
FDMA) is presented in [5–7] with concentration on PAPR, spectral efficiency and available
resource allocation differences. Rezaei compares LTE and Mobile WiMAX considering
multiple antenna technology [8].

Performance analysis of LTE downlink physical traffic channels in general is discussed
by Elnashar [9] with a comparison of LTE in Band-3 (1800 MHz) and HSPA+ both for
20 MHz system bandwidth and Mehlführer [10] with a complex throughput analysis con-
sidering multiple antenna technology for all possible Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)
settings. This paper also describes the LTE Link Level Simulator developed at Vienna
University of Technology [11], see below. There are a lot of resources which deal with
LTE traffic physical channels performance analyses primarily in downlink. These refer-
ences were used during the analysis of signal processing and optimization process of LTE
downlink control channel models.

The performance analysis of downlink physical control channels (PCFICH, PDCCH
and PHICH) is mentioned in [12] only on a theoretical base. Article [13] examines a similar
problem which presents PDCCH performance analysis results in an AWGN channel model
and describes PDCCH implementation in FPGA. The performance analysis of PHICH
LTE-FDD control channels was presented in [12] on a theoretical base only. Link level
performance results of PHICH for physical antenna port in the Vehicular A channel model
were published in [14].

For link level performance analysis of control information, it is necessary to analyze
and further optimize the process of the LTE uplink physical layer signal processing chain.
Control information in LTE uplink can be transmitted via both PUCCH and PUSCH.
Throughput performance analysis results in LTE uplink traffic channels are described
in [15]. Performance analysis of the traffic data transmission using the Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH) under various environment conditions is described in [16, 17].
This analysis of the PUSCH performance is provided without the possibility of transmit-
ting signal information via this physical channel. In [18], the block error rate (BLER)
performance analysis results only for PUCCH format 2A/2B are presented. A new mul-
tiuser receiver is proposed in [19], as an addition, the PUCCH format 1 signal processing
is described and performance results for PUCCH format 1 are presented. Article [20]
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discusses detailed signal processing of CQI transmission via PUCCH (format 2) and per-
formance analysis results for PUCCH format 2 along with proposing a complex-field coding
scheme to improve performance. Khan [21] mentions performance analysis of the PUSCH
channel for traffic data only depending on the transmission environment and type of map-
ping. Donthi [22] discusses closed-form expressions for the throughput of achieved by CQI
feedback mechanism in LTE and determined that the frequency resolution of the CQI
incurs a loss in throughput in downlink direction.

1.2 Simulation Model Type and Simulation Tool

From the overall network architecture point of view, there are two basic types of simulation;
system level and link level [23]. System level simulation (SLS) covers a complete network.
It considers more devices, which communicate simultaneously. This property allows the
eventuality of coexistence analysis, intercell or intracell interference analysis. In most
events, this type of simulation uses only general models of investigated devices. In the
case of Link level simulation (LLS), only single link (single BS and UE) is simulated. Only
a pair of users is considered (transmitter and receiver) within the cell. In general, it is not
used for intercell or intracell coexistence analysis for its own network, but it is possible in
specific events. However, the Link level simulation uses detailed mathematical models of
investigated network devices.

The most important output of the performance analysis are graphs of the bit and block
error rate (BER, BLER) and graphs of system throughput. This analysis is provided in
dependence on quality of transmission channel environment and other system parameters.

The error rate evaluation through traffic simulation is chosen. There are a lot of
simulation tools to perform simulations. All presented simulation results are obtained
using the MATLAB2.

Error rate evaluation through traffic simulation – main way to evaluate error rate
is traffic simulation from transmitter to receiver using a mathematical model of transmis-
sion environment and through the comparison of transmitted and received data. Error
rate analysis using this technique is reliable and accurate for varied wireless standards.
A disadvantage of this technique is the large time demand in the case of low error rates
(< 10−6).

MATLAB & Simulink – is an interactive software environment and a scripting pro-
gramming language of fourth generation. Its main advantage is great universality for
mathematical computing and a number of specialized toolboxes (including Communica-
tion System Toolbox and Signal Processing Toolbox) with a large function library. In
the last versions of MATLAB the toolbox for parallel computing was included. Other
advantages of this tool in the area of mobile communication simulations is the number
of specialized literature and high-quality help tool. Simulink is a superstructural tool of
MATLAB, which is a component of MATLAB installation. Simulink is used for real-time
simulation of systems.

2Presented LTE uplink and downlink link level models are created and evaluated in MATLAB 8.0.0.783
(R2012b) environment.
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2 AIMS OF THE DOCTORAL THESIS

The LTE physical control channel plane was chosen because there are only a few articles
or case studies which examine or analyze the topic. The physical control plane should
be investigated to a greater extent. Note that in general, the presented results in cited
articles do not consider comprehensive analysis and fading channel models. The link
level simulation and error rate or error vector magnitude evaluation (performance and
coexistence analysis) through the traffic simulation are chosen for the thesis. A high
precision of examined blocks in the physical control channel signal processing chain was
preferred. For expected precision of the performance analysis results and also for adjacent
channel coexistence analysis the link level analysis is much more suitable than system level
analysis.

As a base link level simulator in downlink direction, the Link level simulator, developed
at Vienna University of Technology was chosen1. In the simulator, the physical control
channels were missing. For completing the mentioned simulator, the physical control
channels were created and included. The Viennese simulator is free for non-commercial
academic use.

In uplink, a Link level simulator developed at the Department of radio electronics
of Brno University of Technology is also available. Unfortunately, its unpreparedness for
implementing physical control channels and overall confusing structure lead to the decision
about creation of the author’s own LTE physical control channel simulator in uplink with
all possible features.

The MATLAB environment was chosen as a simulation tool. According to above
mentioned information and with consideration to all possible options and methods, there
is a summarization of main aims of the doctoral thesis.

1. Creation of specific mathematical models of the physical control channels in the
Long Term Evolution system in both directions (downlink and uplink) and their
implementation into the Link level simulator, developed in Vienna University of
Technology (downlink only).

2. Simulation of the control information transmission from transmitter to receiver by
using various system settings and various channel models. Simulation of the control
information transmission from transmitter to receiver using varied system settings
under interferences according to defined scenario.

3. Provide control measurement if any. Determine the set of system recommendations
for optimal control information transmission.

The aims are elaborated in the following chapters.

1In 2010, cooperation was initiated between the Institute of Telecommunications, Vienna University
of Technology and the Department of Radio Electronics, Brno University of Technology on creating LTE
uplink and downlink link level simulators.
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3 LTE PHYSICAL LAYER

In this chapter, the uplink and downlink LTE physical layer (PHY) with emphasis on
physical control channels features, parameters and description of signal processing and
the created mathematical models is presented. In Section 3.1, the common characteristics
of LTE physical layer is described and a general block scheme of the used simulator is
briefly described. Section 3.2 describes the control information signal processing in uplink
physical channels. Downlink physical control channels signal processing and performance
analysis results are presented in Sec. 3.3. Afterwards, this chapter is summarized in
Sec. 3.4. Notice that performance analysis was performed in AWGN and various fading
channel models. The performance analysis results in AWGN are shown in this shortened
version of the doctoral thesis. Receiving side of the models is not depicted in the short
version of doctoral thesis due to limited number of pages.

3.1 Common Characteristics

The Long Term Evolution physical layer (PHY) is defined for both the paired spectrum
for Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and unpaired spectrum for Time Division Duplex
(TDD). LTE FDD is intended for use in the former 2.5G and 3G cellular network bands
in the whole world. LTE TDD (or TD-LTE) also has some advantages and using FDD or
TDD LTE depends on local conditions and necessities. For FDD, pairs of frequency sub-
bands are defined, while for TDD only one compact band is defined. Some of the frequency
bands overlap. LTE frequency bands are defined all over the world. The mentioned
frequency bands are different in each country and are defined by national frequency tables.
In Europe, the band numbers 3,7,8 and 20 are used for LTE FDD and band numbers 33,
34 and 38 are used for LTE TDD. However, this dissertation is focused on the LTE FDD
operation only. The LTE TDD attributes are not discussed.

General Link Level Simulator Scheme

The common general block scheme of control information simulator for all physical control
channels in uplink and downlink1 is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

First, in this general structure, randomly generated control information a for single
subframe leads to a channel coding block [4]. Channel coding, scrambling, modulation
and MIMO processing is different for each physical channel and is discussed separately
in detail (yellow labeled blocks). Notice that in LTE uplink the MIMO operation is not
explicitly defined. Only receive diversity is modeled in LTE uplink. The vector of channel
coded bits b is then scrambled with a cell-specific pseudo-random sequence. Cell-specific
pseudo-random sequences c are used in LTE to minimize inter-cell interference. When the
received data is descrambled using a different sequence than in the transmitted side, we
obtain only an incorrect signal such as noise.

After the scrambling process, modulation is performed and the vector of complex-
valued symbols d is created. The symbol alphabet of modulation symbols is different

1In the case of downlink, general Link level LTE downlink simulator [11] was created at Vienna Univer-
sity of Technology. Due to the fact that control channels are missing in the simulator, they were created
and implemented by the author.
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Fig. 3.1: General control information link level performance analysis model scheme

in LTE physical control channels and formats. In the transmission and access scheme,
modulated symbols d are mapped into the time-frequency resource grid and SC-FDMA or
OFDMA signal processing operations are performed to make the baseband signal 𝑠(𝑡) [3].

The fading channel is realized using a Tapped delay line (TDL) model with AWGN
added in terms of a set SNR value [24, 25]. The channel model is fully described via the
matrix of channel coefficients H. In OFDM-based communication systems, it is necessary
to provide channel estimation and equalization. Channel estimation is not provided in
the presented uplink and downlink simulators and the model always works with perfect
knowledge of the matrix of channel coefficients H during a single subframe period.

After the signal is transferred to RF and passes through the channel model H and
AWGN (here depicted as N), it is added according to the SNR value set at the begin-
ning of the simulation, the signal 𝑠′(𝑡) is led to the SC-FDMA or OFDMA receiver part.
Demodulation and descrambling processes are then provided and the vector of modulated
and scrambled bits d′ enters the demodulation, descrambling and channel decoding blocks.
The multiantenna technique is also adopted in LTE standard [3] and it is used in control
information signal processing.

After the channel decoding process, the decoded bits a′are compared with the corre-
sponding vector of bits a and Bit error rate (BER) or Block error rate (BLER) is then
evaluated. The value of BER for given SNR is evaluated according to

BER =

𝐴−1∑︀
𝑖=0

(𝑎𝑖 ⊕ 𝑎′
𝑖)

𝐴
. (3.1)

The value of BLER for given SNR is defined as the ratio of the number of erroneous blocks
to the number of all transmitted blocks.
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In all figures with performance analysis results in the AWGN channel model, the
theoretical bit error probability 𝑃b for SC-FDMA or OFDMA transmission access scheme
will be plotted (without considering channel coding). It helps with the correctness of
provided simulations. Generally, in LTE BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, modulation
schemes are defined [3]. Bit error probability of PSK modulation schemes is computed
according to

𝑃b = 1
2erfc

(︃√︃
𝐸b
𝑁0

)︃
, (3.2)

where erfc () is the complementary error function, 𝐸b is signal energy per bit and 𝑁0 is
noise power spectral density.

Bit error probability of 16QAM modulation scheme is computed according to

𝑃b = 3
2𝑘

erfc
(︃√︃

𝑘𝐸b
10𝑁0

)︃
, (3.3)

where 𝑘 = log2 𝑀 and 𝑀 are the number of constellation points in the modulation scheme.
For 64QAM is defined

𝑃b = 2
𝑘

(︂
1 − 1√

𝑀

)︂
erfc

(︃√︃
3𝑘

2(𝑀 − 1)
𝐸b
𝑁0

)︃
. (3.4)

For OFDM-based transmission and access schemes we can write the relation between SNR
and bit energy to noise power spectral density ratio

𝐸b
𝑁0

= 𝑆

𝑁

𝐵

𝑓b

𝑁sc
𝑁FFT

𝑇d
𝑇d + 𝑇cp

𝑘, (3.5)

where 𝑓b is codeword bit rate and 𝑇d is duration of examined data symbols.

3.2 Uplink Control Information Transmission

This section discusses the uplink control information (UCI) signal processing in LTE uplink
physical layer. UCI performance analysis results are also presented. LTE uplink physical
layer includes several types of traffic and control physical channels and physical signals.
Mapping of transport channels to physical channels in uplink is shown in Fig. 3.2.

RACHUL-SCH Transport channels

PUSCH PUCCH PRACH Physical channels

UCI

Fig. 3.2: Mapping transport to physical channels in LTE uplink

As shown, it is obvious that there is a triplet of physical channels, Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH), Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) and Physical Ran-
dom Access Channel (PRACH). As was mentioned, PRACH is not investigated in this
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thesis due to the fact that there is no possibility to determine the bit or block error rate.
Uplink Control Information (UCI) is transmitted via PUCCH and PUSCH, which is pri-
marily used for transmitting uplink traffic data [4]. In this section, control information
transmission via PUCCH and PUSCH is presented.

3.2.1 Physical Uplink Control Channel

Transferring UCI in the case of a large number of UE and a short UCI codeword is provided
by PUCCH. Note that PUSCH and PUCCH are never transmitted in the same subframe.
UCI is transmitted via PUCCH in the case where UE has no traffic data to transfer
to the BS. PUCCH uses at least 2 resource blocks on the edge of the resource grid (in
frequency domain). UCI consists of three types of control information; Channel quality
information, Scheduling Request (SR) and Uplink Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
(HARQ) acknowledged or non-acknowledged information [1]. Note that SR information is
transmitted via PUCCH only. Channel quality information is also divided to the following
components: Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI) and
Rank Indicator (RI). Other control information in uplink is a Hybrid Automatic Repeat
Request Indicator (HARQ-ACK).

PUCCH Link Level Model

PUCCH has six transmission formats: format 1, 1A, 1B, 2, 2A and 2B [4]. These formats
are defined by the type of transmitted information. A complete list of available PUCCH
formats, modulation schemes and transmitted control information is presented in Tab. 3.1.
Overall PUCCH channel coding, scrambling and modulation model in the transmitter is
depicted in Fig. 3.3.

Performance Analysis Results of UCI Transmission via PUCCH

Performance analysis was performed for all possible PUCCH formats except format 1. The
number of subframes 𝑁subf equals 50000 due to the reference BER/BLER level equalling
10−3. The reference level was determined according to the required target quality for LTE
uplink control information reception [26]. The AWGN channel model was only used in
simulations.

Tab. 3.1: List of PUCCH formats

Format Modulation Number of bits Type of transmitted
scheme per subframe control information

1 Not available Not available SR
1A BPSK 1 HARQ-ACK
1B QPSK 2 HARQ-ACK
2 QPSK 20 CQI/PMI, RI

2A QPSK and BPSK 21 CQI/PMI, RI and HARQ-ACK
2B QPSK and BPSK 22 CQI/PMI, RI and HARQ-ACK
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Fig. 3.3: Block scheme of PUCCH channel coding, scrambling and modulation model
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Fig. 3.4: BER of HARQ-ACK information transmitted using PUCCH, format 1A (left)
and format 1B (right) in AWGN channel, various antenna modes

In Fig. 3.5, the BER of HARQ-ACK information transmitted via PUCCH format 2A
and 2B in the AWGN channel model for various numbers of receiving antennas is shown.
The difference between the SNR value of format 1A and 2A, when BER equals the BER
reference level 10−3, is 6.3 dB. Using four receiving antennas adds a diversity gain equalling
6 dB in comparison to the SISO mode. The difference between the theoretical value for
uncoded BPSK in SC-FDMA and simulated BER value for PUCCH format 2A with
one transmitting and one receiving antenna equals 5.5 dB, for format 2B, the difference
equals 8.5 dB.
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Fig. 3.5: BER of HARQ-ACK information transmitted using PUCCH, format 2A (left)
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Fig. 3.6: BER of CQI/PMI and RI information transmitted using PUCCH format 2 in
AWGN channel for various antenna configurations

Bit error rate results of CQI/PMI, RI codeword transmitted using PUCCH format 2 are
presented in Fig. 3.6. These simulations were provided only with a CQI codeword of 4 bits
in length. The difference between the SNR value of format 2 for the SISO antenna mode
and the mode with 4 receiving antennas, when BER equals the BER reference level 10−3,
is 6 dB. The difference between the theoretical value of uncoded QPSK modulation scheme
in SC-FDMA and simulated BER value for PUCCH format 2 with one transmitting and
one receiving antenna equals 7.4 dB. If we compare the simulation results of transmitting
control information using format 2 and 2B, there is no marked difference between their
curves and reference values.
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3.2.2 Physical Uplink Shared Channel

Channel quality information includes three components, Channel Quality Indicator (CQI),
Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI) and Rank Indicator (RI). The necessity of these compo-
nents depends on the used transmission mode in downlink. If MIMO transmission mode is
used, RI and PMI information are necessary. The knowledge about channel state (CQI) is
essential primarily in the closed-loop MIMO system mode. The CQI message is triggered
if the CQI request field in the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) message,
Downlink Control Indicator (DCI), format 0 is set to a value of 1. The CQI value defines
the Modulation and Coding Scheme [1,27].

The HARQ-ACK indicator is not included into CQI/PMI/RI modes and done sep-
arately. The HARQ-ACK indicator could be one or two-bit information depending on
the number of transmitted codewords in downlink. All of mentioned signal information
can be transmitted periodically (every 2–160 ms) or aperiodically on request of the BS.
The minimum aperiodic reporting interval is 1 ms (one subframe). Aperiodic reporting is
always scheduled by the BS (scheduling grant).

PUSCH Link Level Model

PUSCH control information channel coding, scrambling and modulation model on the
transmitting side is depicted in Fig. 3.7. If the length of CQI/PMI is less than 12 bits,
only (32, 𝑂) Reed-Muller channel coding is performed. If the length of CQI/PMI is greater
than 11 bits, convolutional coding with code rate equalling 1/3 is used [3]. Then, the rate
matching operation is executed [4].

In the case of transmitting RI and HARQ-ACK information, block channel coding is
provided. RI and HARQ-ACK channel coding is provided. The placeholder technique
is used here for RI and HARQ-ACK channel coding due to maximizing the Euclidean
distance of symbols in modulation scheme [28]. The HARQ-ACK and RI symbols are
always placed in the corner of the modulation scheme. The interleaved bits are scrambled
using a cell-specific pseudo-random sequence [3]. Due to using the placeholder technique,
RI and HARQ-ACK bits must not be scrambled. Scrambled bits are modulated using
QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM which forms complex-valued symbols.

In the receiver, the vector of demodulated bits is descrambled using the same pseudo-
random sequence after the Soft-demodulation process. The position of placeholder bits
should be known in the receiver. These bits must not be descrambled. RI and HARQ-
ACK coded bits are picked from the matrix, block decoding is executed and the RI or
HARQ-ACK codeword is obtained.

Performance Analysis Results of UCI Transmission via PUSCH

Performance analysis was performed for all possible PUSCH configurations. The number of
subframes 𝑁subf equals 20000 due to the reference BER/BLER level equalling 10−3. The
reference level was determined according to the required target quality for LTE uplink
control information reception [26].
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The CQI/PMI BER performance results under AWGN channel conditions are shown
in Fig. 3.8. These simulations were performed for both types of channel coding, Reed-
Muller and convolutional coding, and using all possible modulation schemes. In the case of
Reed-Muller coding, CQI/PMI input codeword length is 4 bits. In the case of convolutional
coding, the CQI/PMI input codeword has variable length. The value of SNR at which
BER reaches the reference level are listed transparently in Tab. 3.2. From the results, it is
obvious that Reed-Muller coding has a gain approximately equalling 3 dB to convolutional
coding for the QPSK modulation scheme.

The HARQ-ACK or RI BER results are shown in Fig. 3.9. The results are depicted
for both possible lengths of input codeword. These simulations are also provided for
all possible modulation schemes. From the figure, it is obvious that coding of a 2-bit

Application
data branch

CQI/PMI
(𝑙 >11 b)

CQI/PMI
(𝑙 ≤11 b)

CRC appending Reed-Muller
block coding

Convolutional
coding and

rate matching

Data and control
information
multiplexing

RI Block coding Channel in-
terleaving Block coding HARQ-ACK

Scrambling and
modulation (𝑄𝑚)

To transmission and
access scheme block (TX)

d

Q(1)
CQI

Q(2)
CQIF

G
QRI QHARQ

Fig. 3.7: Block scheme of PUSCH channel coding, scrambling and modulation model

Tab. 3.2: SNR values at which BER reaches the reference level 10−3 in the AWGN channel

CQI/PMI HARQ-ACK, RI

Reed-Muller Convolutional 1 bit 2 bits

QPSK 1.3 dB 4.5 dB 9.7 dB 6.5 dB
16QAM 6.2 dB 10.5 dB 7.3 dB 4.4 dB
64QAM 10.2 dB 16.1 dB 5.8 dB 3.1 dB
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Fig. 3.9: BER of RI or HARQ-ARQ information transmitted via PUSCH, 1 bit codeword
(left) and 2 bit codeword (right) in AWGN channel, SISO antenna mode

codeword in length, is more efficient than coding of a 1-bit codeword in length. The
difference between the SNR value of 2-bit codeword coding and 1-bit codeword coding
when BER equals the BER reference level 10−3 is 2.7 dB for the 64QAM modulation
scheme. The lowest BER value is achieved when UCI is transmitted using the 64QAM
modulation schemes due to maximizing the Euclidean distance in the modulation scheme.

3.3 Downlink Control Information Transmission

In this section, a detailed description of Downlink control information (DCI), Control
format indicator (CFI) and Hybrid ARQ indicator (HI) signal processing in LTE downlink
physical layer with emphasis on channel coding description is presented. Performance
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analysis results of mentioned control information are also presented. Mapping of transport
to physical channels in downlink is depicted in Fig. 3.10.

PCH BCH DL-SCH MCH Transport channels

PDCCH PBCH PDSCH PCFICH PHICH PMCH Physical channels

DCI CFI HI

Fig. 3.10: Mapping transport to physical channels in LTE downlink

There is a triplet of traffic channels (PBCH, PDSCH and PMCH). Downlink control
information (DCI), Control Format Indicator (CFI) and Hybrid ARQ Indicator (HI) are
transmitted via a triplet of physical control channels, PDCCH, PCFICH and PHICH. As
is obvious from the Fig. 3.10, the control information is not linked together with transport
channels.

3.3.1 Physical Control Format Indicator Channel

Via this channel, the Control Format Indicator (CFI) is transmitted. The value stored
in CFI determines the number of resource elements in the resource grid (in time domain)
carrying the data of the PDCCH control channel. It determines the PDCCH control area
in each subframe in downlink.

PCFICH Link Level Model

The CFI parameter takes values 1, 2 or 3 only. The block diagram of the PCFICH
transmitting model is shown in Fig. 3.11. The first operation in the signal processing
chain is channel coding. A bit sequence of 32 bits in length is assigned to each two-bit
value stored in CFI. Thus, the code rate of PCFICH channel block coding equals 16.

Performance Analysis Results of CFI Transmission via PCFICH

The results of the PCFICH control channel transmission simulation and subsequent anal-
ysis of BER’s dependence on the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for investigated antenna
configurations and models of the transmission channels used are listed in this section.
The BER is calculated from the difference between two-bit CFI values obtained at the
beginning and at the end of the transmission chain.

The number of simulated subframes equals 10000. SISO mode is a basic antenna
mode and transmitting diversity is also investigated (antenna configuration [2 × 1] and
[4 × 2]). As was mentioned, simulations assume perfect knowledge of the transmission
channel model and a single UE and single BS within a cell. In Fig. 3.12, CFI BER in
the AWGN channel model for the mentioned antenna configurations are shown. There is
also depicted the curve of bit error probability of QPSK modulation in the OFDM system
(without channel coding). The channel coding gain in the case of SISO mode in the
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Fig. 3.11: Block scheme of the PCFICH and PDCCH channel coding, scrambling and
modulation model

AWGN model equals 4.3 dB. In AWGN it is obvious that using the transmitting diversity
technique with two transmitting and single receiving antenna has the same results as in
SISO mode. Diversity gain when 𝑁TX = 4 and 𝑁RX = 2 equals 3 dB.
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Fig. 3.12: BER of CFI information transmitted via PCFICH in AWGN channel, various
antenna modes

3.3.2 Physical Downlink Control Channel

Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) is the most important control channel in
downlink. It supports signalling for data channels in downlink and uplink. Via this channel
Downlink Control Information (DCI) is transmitted. PDCCH supports various formats of
DCI messages [29, 30]. They contain information about resource scheduling for downlink
and uplink, Transmit Power Commands (TPC), etc.

PDCCH Link Level Model

The block diagram of the PDCCH channel coding, scrambling and modulation model in
transmitting side is shown in Fig. 3.11. Individual DCI messages of different formats are
channel coded. Cyclic redundancy check (CRC-16) of 16 bits in length is added to the DCI
message. Afterwards, the CRC is scrambled with a Radio Network Temporary Identifier
(RNTI) value and an antenna’s mask if needed [4]. These operations with all DCI messages
are provided in parallel and these messages come into a PDCCH multiplexing block. The
coded DCI messages are encapsulated into so-called Control Channel Elements (CCE).
These elements are mapped into individual PDCCH formats. This procedure is necessary
because blind decoding technology is used on the receiving side.

On the receiving side, in the blind decoding block, the vector of input bits is scanned
according to known lengths of the PDCCH formats. Output of the blind decoder block
is up to 44 so-called PDCCH candidates. Each of these candidates subsequently enters
blocks implementing channel decoding.

Performance Analysis Results of DCI Transmission via PDCCH

The results of the PDCCH control channel transmission simulation and subsequent analy-
sis of BER’s dependence on SNR for the investigated antenna configurations are presented
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Fig. 3.13: BER of DCI (format 0) information transmitted via PDCCH in AWGN channel,
various antenna modes

in this section. BER is calculated from the DCI value in bits (format 0 - test case set at
the beginning of the simulation for performing the blind decoding faster) at the beginning
and at the end of the transmission chain.

BER of DCI transmitted using PDCCH in AWGN channel model is shown in Fig. 3.13.
In the figure we can see DCI BER curves arranged according to investigated antenna config-
urations together with theoretical bit error probability 𝑃b curve of QPSK without channel
coding in the OFDM system in AWGN. The difference of SNR value in SISO antenna
mode where BER reaches the reference level 10−3 and theoretical value is 7.5 dB. There is
no difference between BER value for SISO antenna configuration and configuration with
two transmitting and a single receiving antenna. The antenna configuration with four
transmitting and two receiving antennas gives a gain equals 3 dB.

3.3.3 Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channel

For transmitting user (traffic) data in the LTE (Release 8) communication standard in
uplink direction PUSCH is used. Reliability of data transmission via PUSCH is achieved
in two ways. The first, traffic data payload is coded by Turbo channel coding and the
second, LTE employs a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) technique [4, 31]. A
Physical HARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH) forms a feedback channel for HI transmission
in downlink direction. An HI value of 0 represents nonacknowledgement (NACK) and an
HI value of 1 represents acknowledgement (ACK) [32, 33]. One or up to eight HARQ
Indicators forms a vector called PHICH message or PHICH.

PHICH Link Level Model

In the case of PHICH, emphasis during design was put on the overall simplicity of the
channel coding and decoding process. The complete PHICH channel coding, modulation,
scrambling and MIMO processing model is shown in Fig. 3.14.
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Fig. 3.14: Block scheme of the PHICH channel coding, scrambling and modulation model

Performance Analysis Results of HI Transmission via PHICH

A performance analysis was made by way of analyzing the BER of the PHICH and the
results are presented in this section. The number of transmitted subframes was 5000. The
simulations were performed for the number of PHICH sequences 𝑁 seq

PHICH = 1 in AWGN
channel model. The BER simulation results are presented depending on the antenna
configurations.

The PHICH BER was calculated from a one bit HI value at the beginning and at the
end of the transmission chain. The SNR reference level is given by the target quality
value for NACK to ACK or ACK to NACK error (10−3) [26]. The BER curves for the
AWGN channel model are shown in Fig.3.15. There is no marked difference between the
theoretical BPSK BER curve in the OFDMA system and BER HI curve for SISO antenna
configuration. These results testify that the used repetition coding does not improve
reception in this case and is used due to low overall complexity [34]. The SNR reference
value for the case of single transmitting and two receiving antennas is lower by 0.4 dB than
the reference value in SISO mode. Using four transmitting and two receiving antennas
gives a gain equalling 3 dB.
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Fig. 3.15: BER of single HI information transmitted via PHICH in AWGN channel, various
antenna modes

3.4 Summary

This chapter describes in detail the analysis of signal processing of LTE control channels
in uplink and downlink. Link level simulations of control information transmissions were
provided and results are presented for all possible system and antenna configurations in
representative types of channel models. Control information link level simulation results
were presented in journal, two international journals, three international conferences and
student conference (see Sec. 6).
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4 COEXISTENCE ANALYSIS IN UNLICENSED BANDS

Requirement on higher mobile data rates and growing number of mobile users brings a
question how possible is to improve or extend the existing 3G/4G cellular networks. Cor-
porations that develop mobile equipment and technology together with mobile operators
brought some possibilities to innovate and improve user data throughput.

Qualcomm1 and Huawei2 company, self-containedly brought a study which uses un-
licensed frequency bands for extending former LTE or LTE-Advanced standard [35, 36].
They have proposed utilization of unlicensed frequency bands for LTE or LTE Advanced.
Licensed spectrum is the best choice for operators thanks to predictable behavior ensur-
ing of Quality of Service (QoS), mobility and system control. Unfortunately, amount of
available licensed spectrum is limited. Using of unlicensed spectrum brings unpredictable
QoS and opportunistic usage for cellular standards. Thus, using of unlicensed frequency
bands can be only applied as complementary to LTE and LTE Advanced, especially in
pico or femtocells. Unfortunately the unlicensed spectrum is also occupied by varied wire-
less technology (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.). Due to these circumstances, it is necessary to
investigate possibility of collisions and stability of LTE (Release 8) in unlicensed bands
and perform coexistence analysis of control channels. Another reason for performing of
coexistence analysis of LTE control channels in unlicensed bands is availability of the wide
range of measuring devices to verify simulated results. Interference analysis results of
LTE control channels in Industrial, Science and Medical band (ISM) are presented in this
chapter.

4.1 Coexistence Scenario

Unlicensed frequency bands (or ISM bands) are reserved mainly for industrial, scientific
and medical purposes other than telecommunications [37]. The most important ISM bands
for WLAN and WPAN are 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz.

General design principles and prerequisites for Unlicensed-LTE (U-LTE) are integra-
tion with licensed spectrum (aggregation licensed and unlicensed carriers brings better
network performance, longer range and increasing capacity), minimum changes of LTE
air-interface and ensuring coexistence in the unlicensed bands [36]. Unification of LTE
network with common authentication, security and management is an advantage. There
are two main approaches for U-LTE: First, Supplemental downlink (SDL) which increases
throughput only in downlink (main option for LTE FDD), and the second, Carrier aggre-
gation which increases throughput in both downlink and uplink (option for LTE TDD).
Here, we will consider only SDL due to the developed LTE control channel simulator
working only with subframe type 1 (FDD). According to Huawei concept for unlicensed
secondary carrier design for FDD, there is adopted an option when primary cell (Pcell)
FDD in downlink (data+control) is transmitted in licensed band and secondary cell (Scell)
FDD in downlink (data+control) is transmitted in unlicensed band [36].

1Qualcomm Incorporated is an American global semiconductor company which designs and markets
wireless telecommunications products and services.

2Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. is a Chinese multinational networking and telecommunications equip-
ment and services company.
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The Wi-Fi technology is used as an interfering wireless system in a simulation scenario.
Wi-Fi networks work only in ISM bands. Mainly, Wi-Fi network built on IEEE 802.11n
standard works in 2.4 GHz band [38]. Wi-Fi network built on IEEE 802.11n and IEEE 802.11ac
works in 5 GHz band [39]. Both contemporary most popular Wi-Fi standards are based
on OFDM modulation scheme and uses scalable bandwidths. In this chapter, there is
discussed coexistence of control channels in LTE downlink and IEEE 802.11n in 2.4 GHz
frequency band. The LTE CCH coexistence simulator model is presented together with
coexistence analysis results and measured results on a real mobile device in laboratory
conditions in further text.

4.2 Simulation of LTE and IEEE 802.11n Coexistence

This section is focused on the simulations of inter-system interference analysis of LTE in
the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The simulator for inter-system interference analysis is described
here. As in the case of control information performance analysis in uplink (sec. 3.2)
and downlink (sec. 3.3), presented interference (coexistence) analysis is performed as a
link level. A lot of wireless standards simultaneously work in ISM band. Central fre-
quencies of Wi-Fi channels are overlapped by two to four another Wi-Fi channels in this
band. Due to this circumstances, the co-channel inter-system interference analysis (CCI)
is considered only. Useful and interfering signal are upconverted to ISM band with car-
rier frequency 𝑓c > 2.4 GHz (bandpass signal). Upconversion of both signals to the ISM
band is highly computationally and time-consuming process. It is necessary to perform
the coexistence simulations in MATLAB using graphics processing units (GPU) and the
NVIDIA CUDA technology [40]. Simulations are performed for all LTE physical control
channels in downlink direction (PCFICH, PDCCH and PHICH) for LTE system band-
width 𝐵sys = 1.4 MHz.

Co-channel inter-system interference analysis (CCI) – the worst case in which
the spectrum of the two signals (e.g. LTE and interfering IEEE 802.11n) are completely
overlapped. It is an equivalent to the overlap of the two baseband signals. Influencing the
systems is the greatest.

4.2.1 Link Level Model for Coexistence Simulations

Downlink control channel link level coexistence analysis model is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
Useful LTE signal from transmitter (victim) is represented by LTE downlink physical
layer model (TX) block. Parameters of investigated LTE system are listed in Tab. 4.1.
The channel model is represented by two signal adders. The interfering Wi-Fi signal
(aggressor) is added to the useful LTE signal together with the noise vector N.

The interfering branch is modeled using the Interfering signal generator block that gen-
erates a baseband interfering signal according to IEEE 802.11n standard [38]. IEEE 802.11n
in 2.4 GHz band uses a scalable bandwidths, 20 MHz and 40 MHz (extended). Wi-Fi band-
width equaling to 20 MHz in all presented coexistence simulations. Parameters of interfer-
ing IEEE 802.11n system are listed in Tab. 4.2. The interfering signal is upconverted to the
carrier frequency 𝑓interf . Finally, the output power of the interfering signal is set according
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Fig. 4.1: Downlink control channel link level coexistence analysis model

to simulated Carrier to Interference Ratio (CIR) or Carrier to Noise and Interference Ratio
(CNIR), respectively. Notice that the both upconverted signals are normalized to unitary
power before adding process.

The interfered signal from the channel leads to LTE downconversion block, where it is

Tab. 4.1: Coexistence simulation parameters of LTE system

Parameters Description

Frame structure FDD
Number of transmitted subframes 500
System bandwidth 1.4 MHz
Cyclic prefix (CP) normal
Subcarrier spacing 15 kHz
Channel model AWGN
Channel estimation no estimation needed
Evaluation type BER and raw BER
Antenna configuration [𝑁TX×𝑁RX] 1×1 (SISO only)
Investigated control channels PCFICH, PDCCH and PHICH
Used unlicensed band 2.4 GHz
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Fig. 4.2: Simulated BER results of co-channel inter-system interference in PCFICH, PD-
CCH and PHICH, SISO antenna mode

transposed to baseband and filtered using SRRC. Downconverted signal 𝑠′(𝑡) enters to the
receiving LTE downlink physical layer model (RX) block. Vector of received modulation
symbols belonging to physical control channels are picked up from the resource grid,
channel decoded and enter to BER or raw BER evaluation block. Raw BER value (uncoded
BER, gross BER) is defined as the BER value without considering of channel coding and
interleaving.

4.2.2 Co-channel Inter-system Interference Analysis Results

The co-channel inter-system interference analysis simulation is performed. Both signals are
upconverted to the first Wi-Fi channel in 2.4 GHz ISM band [41]. In this case, the carrier
frequency of LTE signal is equaling to the carrier frequency of interfering IEEE 802.11n
signal, 𝑓c = 𝑓interf = 2412 MHz.

Tab. 4.2: Coexistence simulation parameters of interfering IEEE 802.11n system

Parameters Description

System bandwidth 20 MHz
Subcarrier spacing 312.5 kHz
FFT length 64
Number of data subcarriers 52
Number of pilot subcarriers 4
Modulation scheme 64QAM
Antenna configuration [𝑁TX×𝑁RX] 1×1 (SISO)
Used unlicensed band 2.4 GHz
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Figure 4.2 presents the simulated BER results of the co-channel inter-system interfer-
ence in PCFICH, PDCCH and PHICH for SISO antenna mode. As in the case of baseband
simulations, 21 bits in length PDCCH format 0 is transmitted, 2 bits in length CFI mes-
sage in PCFICH channel is transmitted and single bit in length HI message (𝑛PHICH = 1)
within single PHICH group is transmitted in PHICH channel. BER reference level 10−3

is reached for CNIR value equals −23.2 dB for PDCCH channel. BER reference level
is reached for CNIR −28.8 dB for PCFICH channel and −27.6 dB for PHICH channel.
Presented value of CNIR in which BER reaches to the reference level 10−3 indicates very
good resistance to interferences and ability to using of LTE system in ISM as Supplemental
Downlink pipeline.

4.3 Measurement of LTE and IEEE 802.11n Coexistence

In this section, the simulation results presented in previous sections are experimentally
verified using available devices in laboratory environment. The measured results are com-
pared with the simulated ones and the created link level model is optimized in accordance
with the obtained results.

4.3.1 Description of Measuring Workplace

The laboratory measurement is an illustrative case in order to verify BER results obtained
using the simulations. The verification of the simulated results by measuring gives infor-
mation about credibility of the provided simulations and it helps in a case of the link level
model optimization. Measuring of LTE coexistence in real conditions and real devices
gives the best insight into the issue. Only this type of measurement provides decisive
information about the possibility of using LTE in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. In the Czech
Republic, there are three providers of LTE network – T-Mobile, O2 and Vodafone (in
various stages of testing or coverage of the area). Unfortunately, there is no possibility to
measure on their devices.

The block diagram of the measuring workplace is depicted in Fig. 4.3. Two-channel
signal generator Rohde & Schwarz SMU200A [42, 43] creates the useful signal LTE with
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Fig. 4.4: Measured and simulated results of co-channel inter-system interference (raw
BER) in PCFICH, SISO antenna mode

1.4 MHz bandwidth and power level 𝑃C as well as interfering Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11n) signal
with 20 MHz bandwidth and power level 𝑃I. Both signals lead to Wilkinson splitter (de-
signed for 2.4 GHz ISM band). The splitted signal with the power level 𝑃CI is led using
coaxial cable to signal analyzer Rohde & Schwarz FSW26 [44, 45]. The power level of the
received signal on the input of the analyzer is 𝑃CNI = 𝑃C + 𝑃N + 𝑃I. The power level 𝑃CNI
is an equivalent to CNIR power ratio defined in simulations.

4.3.2 Measured Results

Measured results of co-channel inter-system interference are presented in this section. Raw
BER results are converted from EVM values and presented in dependency on CNIR values.
Measuring of co-channel inter-system interference in 2.4 GHz ISM band is provided for
CNIR values from -30 to -5 dB. Synchronization failure is occured for CNIR values lower
than -8 dB (non-detection of primary and secondary synchronization signal). This fact
has a minimum impact to the measurement.

The measured and simulated results of co-channel inter-system interference in PC-
FICH depending on CNIR are shown in Fig. 4.4. The simulated PCFICH raw BER values
are calculated from 32 bits in length CFI codewords at the beginning and at the end of
the transmission chain (16 resource elements, QPSK modulation). Simulated PCFICH
CNIR reference value at which the raw BER reaches 10−3 is equaling to −19.3 dB. Mea-
sured PCFICH CNIR reference value is −15.8 dB. The difference between simulated and
measured CNIR reference value is 3.5 dB.

The measured and simulated results of co-channel inter-system interference in PDCCH
depending on CNIR are shown in Fig. 4.5. The simulated PDCCH raw BER values are
calculated from 184 bits in length DCI codewords at the beginning and at the end of
the transmission chain (72 resource elements, QPSK modulation). Simulated PDCCH
CNIR reference value is equaling to −18.1 dB. Measured PDCCH CNIR reference value
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Fig. 4.5: Measured and simulated results of co-channel inter-system interference (raw
BER) in PDCCH, SISO antenna mode
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Fig. 4.6: Measured and simulated results of co-channel inter-system interference (raw
BER) in PHICH, SISO antenna mode

is equaling to −17.2 dB. The difference between simulated and measured CNIR reference
value is 0.9 dB.

The measured and simulated results of co-channel inter-system interference in PHICH
for 𝑛PHICH = 1 within single PHICH group depending on CNIR are shown in Fig. 4.6.
The simulated PHICH raw BER values are calculated from 12 bits in length HI codewords
at the beginning and at the end of the transmission chain (12 resource elements, BPSK
modulation). Simulated PHICH CNIR reference value is equaling to −21.45 dB. Measured
PHICH CNIR reference value is equaling to −19.8 dB. The difference between simulated
and measured CNIR reference value is 1.7 dB.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter described in detail LTE and Wi-FI co-channel inter-system interference anal-
ysis in 2.4 GHz ISM band and presented simulation and measurement results. Presented
coexistence scenario has a pair of LTE transmitter and receiver in downlink direction and
single interfering Wi-Fi transmitter. Simulations were performed as a passband in MAT-
LAB environment on a personal computer using GPU with CUDA technology. Simulated
BER values indicates a very good performance of all LTE physical control channels in
downlink in the case of co-channel inter-system interferences. CNIR reference values in
which the BER of transmitted control information is equaling to 10−3 are within the range
of −29 to −23 dB.

A measurement of raw BER and a comparison with simulated raw BER values was also
performed. The measurement of co-channel inter-system coexistence was accomplished
in laboratory environment using Rohde & Schwarz measuring devices according to the same
scenario as in the case of the simulation. The comparison of the simulated and measured
raw BER results indicates minimal differences. Further, the simulator was optimized
according to the results of the initial measurement. The measured results also indicate
very high resistance of LTE control channels against interference in 2.4 GHz ISM band.
Sec. 4.3 also presents a basic operating manual for measuring of EVM (raw BER) value
of LTE control channels. The results of co-channel interference analysis of LTE control
channels and Wi-Fi in 2.4 GHz ISM band have never been presented (August, 2014).
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5 RECOMMENDATION FOR OPERATION

Recommendations for reliable operation and low BER of the LTE control information in
uplink and downlink are listed in this chapter. The following general recommendations
for operation refer to the U-LTE coexistence analysis results (Chap. 4). Preconditions are
Pico eNodeB, 2.4 GHz ISM band and co-channel inter-system interference.

– It is necessary to keep the power level of the interfering system in the 2.4 GHz
ISM band which was determined by the Czech Telecommunication Office (radiated
power level 𝑃out < 100 mW EIRP, power spectral density 10 dBm/MHz maximally),
channel spectral mask and U-LTE receiver sensitivity level [46,47]

– Wi-Fi systems based on the IEEE 802.11b/g standard should not be used in the same
Picocell area as U-LTE. The channel spectral mask defined for IEEE 802.11b/g is
not strict as in the case of IEEE 802.11n [48]. It causes higher undesirable power
emissions to adjacent channels.

– It is necessary to keep a guard band between separated U-LTE and Wi-Fi channels
(this requirement has not been standardized).

– It is recommended to use multiple-antenna technology in U-LTE (transmitting di-
versity in downlink and receiving diversity in uplink). It is also appropriate to use
beamforming technology and recent antenna arrays in picocells.

– Carrier to Noise and Interference Ratio (CNIR) should be higher than or equal to
−20 dB (referring to U-LTE power level, see Sec. 4.2.2).

The following detailed recommendations for operation refer to LTE control channel
simulations in baseband (Sec. 3.2 and 3.3).

– It is appropriate to send HARQ-ACK information in uplink using PUCCH format 1A
or 2A.

– CQI information should be transmitted using PUSCH encapsulated into short seg-
ments (Reed-Muller channel coding).

– The RI and HARQ-ACK information should be transmitted using the PUSCH place-
holder technique with the 64QAM modulation scheme.

– It is appropriate to use transmitting diversity in downlink at least with antenna
configuration [4×2] and [2×2] (especially in fading channels).
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6 CONCLUSION

The aim of the thesis is an investigation of the signal processing in the LTE physical
control channels, creation of mathematical models and performing baseband simulations
in AWGN and fading channels as well as a coexistence analysis. The next aim is creation
of a scenario for coexistence analysis of LTE and an interfering system. Results of the
coexistence analysis simulation should be compared with measured coexistence results. At
last, recommendations for reliable operation of LTE should be specified.

Signal processing of control information in LTE in uplink (PUCCH, PUSCH) and
downlink (PCFICH, PDCCH, PHICH) is described in Chap. 3. The simulator of control
information transmission was created in the MATLAB simulation environment. Simula-
tions of control information transmission were performed as a baseband in AWGN and
fading channels for different system settings. The influence of MIMO technology on re-
ceiving performance of control information especially in fading channels was examined.
The performance results were qualitatively evaluated.

Chapter 4 is focused on the coexistence of the LTE system and different wireless or
cellular standards in a shared frequency band. The concept of using LTE in unlicensed
bands (U-LTE concept) is presented and discussed as well as the coexistence scenario. The
coexistence scenario deals with using LTE in 2.4 GHz ISM unlicensed band only. The co-
channel inter-system interference is considered in the scenario as the worst possible type of
interference. It represents the state when broadcasting in the picocell is not controlled. The
IEEE 802.11n was chosen as an interfering wireless standard for 2.4 GHz ISM band. The
scenario is created according to the newest information presented by the world’s leading
manufacturers of microchips for mobile applications. The LTE coexistence simulator was
also created in MATLAB environment. The details of the created simulator are presented
in Sec. 4.2 as well as the coexistence analysis simulation results (co-channel inter-system
interference). Notice that mentioned coexistence simulations are performed as a passband
(𝑓c > 2.4 GHz). This highly computationally demanding problem was computed using
a graphical processing unit (GPU) and CUDA NVIDIA technology.

Section 4.3 is focused on verifying the simulated coexistence results using a measure-
ment of LTE devices in a laboratory. Measurement is performed according to the co-
existence scenario presented in Sec. 4. A signal generator Rohde & Schwarz SMU200A
generates the useful LTE signal as well as the interfering Wi-Fi signal. A modern measur-
ing device Rohde & Schwarz FSW26 is used as a receiver and analyzer of the LTE signal.
The simulated and the measured raw BER results are compared and the difference be-
tween them is no more than 3.5 dB in the case of PCFICH. Afterwards, the simulator is
optimized according to previously measured results.

The recommendations for an optimized operation of the LTE system are presented in
Chapter 5. Reliable operation of LTE is maintained via low bit error rates in the control
channels. It can be noted that Quality of Service in shared bands should be ensured
mainly by cooperating eNodeBs and mobile operators.

Application of LTE in the unlicensed frequency bands and its coexistence with former
wireless standards is a contemporary topic. An analysis of interference influence on the
LTE control channels in ISM band has not been found in journals or conferences yet (state
up to August, 2014). This thesis presents a comprehensive analysis of the bit error rates
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in LTE control channels in baseband and passband (2.4 GHZ ISM band). All simulation
results were presented in two international journals [49,50], international conferences [51–
53], student conference [54] and journal [55]. Moreover, the LTE uplink control information
simulator created in MATLAB is available for free [56].

Hereafter, a complex system level and link level performance analysis of interference
influence on the control channels of LTE system in 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM band should be
performed. The system level analysis could bring novel algorithms to network management
in 2.4 GHz ISM bands.
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ABSTRACT
The doctoral thesis is focused on a signal processing in the LTE physical control channels and
performance analysis of control information transmission according to receiving conditions.
The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part deals with simulation of the transmission of
control information in baseband. The created simulators for uplink and downlink are presented.
The simulations are performed for all possible system settings and various channel models. The
MIMO influence on a quality of control information reception under fading channels is also
presented. The second part of the thesis is focused on LTE utilization in shared channel
ISM (2.4 GHz). The basic LTE application concept for ISM band is presented. This concept
is fundamental to created simulation scenario. The chapter also presents the LTE and Wi-
Fi coexistence simulator in 2.4 GHz ISM passband. The coexistence simulation are presented
according to simulation scenario and the results are shown. The simulated coexistence analysis
results are verified in laboratory environment. The comparison of the simulated and the
measured coexistence analysis results is crucial for further optimization of the coexistence
simulator. Recommendations for optimal and reliable operation of LTE are specified according
to the simulated and the measured results. Recommendations should be useful to the reliable
transmission of LTE control information in bad receiving conditions.

ABSTRAKT
Dizertační práce se zabývá zpracováním signálu fyzických řídicích kanálů systému LTE
a vyšetřováním bitové chybovosti při přenosu řídicí informace z vysílače do přijímače v závislosti
na podmínkách příjmu. Práce je rozdělena do dvou hlavních částí. První část práce je za-
měřena na simulaci přenosu řídicí informace LTE v základním pásmu. Jsou zde prezentovány
vytvořené simulátory řídicích kanálů ve směru uplink i downlink. Simulace jsou provedeny
pro všechny druhy nastavení systému a základní modely přenosového prostředí. Jsou zde
popsány výsledky vlivu použití MIMO technologií na kvalitu příjmu řídicí informace přede-
vším v únikových kanálech. Druhá část práce je zaměřena na možnost nasazení systému LTE
ve sdíleném pásmu ISM (2.4 GHz). Jsou zde představeny základní koncepce použití, na jejichž
základě je vytvořen scénář simulací. Kapitola dále popisuje tvorbu simulátoru koexistence LTE
a systému Wi-Fi v přeneseném pásmu ISM 2.4 GHz. Jsou zde uvedeny výsledky simulací koex-
istence LTE a rušivého systému Wi-Fi provedených dle vytvořeného scénáře. Výsledky simulací
koexistence LTE a Wi-Fi jsou ověřeny měřením v laboratorních podmínkách. Toto porovnání
je důležité z hlediska optimalizace simulátoru koexistence. Dle výsledků obou typů simulací
a měření jsou stanovena provozní doporučení, která mají přispět k bezpečnému a spolehlivému
vysílání a příjmu řídicích informací LTE i při nepříznivých podmínkách příjmu.
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